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In the November 1972 Kickshaws, Dave Silverman cited a July 22 
1972 poem by George Starbuck in the New Yorker magazine which ex­
hibited 15 words rhyming with OH, each ending with a different letter 
of the alphabet: 
H dough P de trop U Chou 
E woe S apropos X eaux 
0 0 L sol F ff. ( forti s simo) 
A whoa W row M N.M. (New Mexico) 
D Rimbaud T bon mot G incog. ( incognito) 
I accept twelve of these, but think that he has ove rstepped his poetic 
license with the three abbreviations. 
I decided to try a similar exercise on words rhyming with SA Y, 
and was able to better Starbuck ' s 
A ~ea I quai 
D a pied J j 
E sundae K ok 
H weigh L soleil 
R dos sier 
record by one: 
S Beaujolais 
T sobriquet 
Y bay 
Z chez 
.... 
All words are from Webster I s Third Edition, except A PIED, which 
was taken from the Glossary of Foreign Words, Phrases, etc. in Funk 
n- council & Wagnall' s New Standard Dictionary. 
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In building up such a list of words, two very useful references are: 
Walker's Rhyming Dictionary of the English Language, by John 
Walker, revised and enlarged by Lawrence Dawson, published 
by Routledge and Kegan Paul, London, 1924 
rrow The	 Poet's 1.1anual and Rhyming Dictionary, by Frances Stillman, 
published by Thames and Hudson, London, 1966. 
rrant 
Both of these books are still available in Great Britain. In addition, 
Walker's Dictionary has been published in the United States by E. P. 
igeability Dutton. 
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